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PREFACE 

Work in our society is generally accomplished through three sectors: 

private (for profit), public (government, schools, military, etc.), and the 

voluntary (sometimes referred to as the third or philanthropic) sector. The 

oldest and least understood is the voluntary sector, yet volunteers and 

voluntary associations are active in every aspect of American life. 

Faculty at colleges and universities can--and should--help their students 

develop an awareness of the work of the "silent sector." When talking with 

faculty and administrators about this "students need to know" concept, we 

have discovered that they quickly perceive the value of such teaching. At 

the same time, many do not know how to proceed. This module has been de-

veloped to help those faculty incorporate information about volunteerism into 

college courses and programs. The following are examples of program areas 

where this might be accomplished in four-year institutions: 

1. For Students Who Will Work With Volunteers 

* 
* 
* 

Education 
Health professions 
Human service professions 

2. For Students Who Will Be Volunteers 

* 

* 

On committees and commissions 
All university programs 
To give life more meaning personally 
All university programs 

3. For Students Interested in Study and Research 

* Criminal justice * Social work 

* Education * Political science 

* Psychology * Urban studies, and 

* Philosophy * Others 

* Sociology 

iv 



Some examples of areas where the module might be incorporated into 

community college courses are: 

1. For Students Who Will Work With Volunteers in Their Careers 

* 
* 
* 

Education 
Health professions 
Human service professions 

2. For Students Interested in Study and Research 

* 
* 
* 
* 

Criminal justice 
Education 
Psychology 
Rehab i I itation 

v 

* 
* 
* 
* 

Social work 
Sociology 
Urban studies, and 
Others 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Plan for the Module 

The purpose of this module is to provide basic information to college and 

university faculty that will help them teach about the impact of volunteerism 

in our society. Faculty members should consider incorporating material from 

the module into an established course for these reasons: 

1. Students may find after graduation that they are working with 

volunteers or coordinating or supervising their work. 

2. Students may find additional meaning in their I ives as a result of 

volunteer activity. In such cases, it is most helpful to understand 

the nature of volunteerism. 

3. Students may wish to study or conduct research in volunteer ism 

because of its relevance as a social phenomenon. 

The four-unit module can be utilized in many different instructional for

mats. Each unit can be implemented within 10% of the time generally sche

duled for a course. 

A short pre/post test is provided on pp. 3-7 that will be useful in de

termining whether student attitude change has taken place. If used, it 

should be administered before the module is begun and again after all the 

work on it has been completed. Attitude changes are measured by comparing 

the aggregate of all student questionnaires. Students will probably be inter

ested in seeing a compilation of total results. 

Assignments such as the following are suggested as learning projects or 

for further evaluation: 

a. a report on how the student perceived the relationship between 

volunteerism and the subject matter of the course; 
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b. a report based on a visit to a volunteer agency; 

c. a written description and critique of a prior volunteer experience; 

and 

d. a report based on a topic relating to volunteerism. 

Expectations for Student Accomplishment 

1. To learn the meaning of volunteerism by studying different definitions 

and the problems and issues associated with them. 

2. To learn the tradition of volunteering in this country, our present in

volvement, and the structure as well as functions of a strong volunteer 

program. 

3. To learn what motivates people to volunteer and how volunteer ism can 

help in career planning and preparation. 

4. To learn the economic value of the contribution made by volunteers to an 

organization, as well as to the community and nation. 



I 

PRE/POST ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE* 

This questionnaire has been developed to find out about people doing certain 
kinds of 11 helping work" that they don't get paid for. Of course, you your
self may never have done any of them. Please don't put your name on the 
paper. No one should ever know how you as an individual answered. Please 
be as honest and as accurate as possible. Remember, these questions are all 
about helping without being paid. Circle the answer you choose. 

Part A 

One kind of helping work is helping people who are in an institution and 
need help because of physical or mental problems. In this category are 
things such as helping people in a hospital, in homes for handicapped 
people, or in homes for retarded people. 

1. Does"helping work"like this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

2. How many hours have you spent during the last month, helping people 
in institutions? 
a. 0 b. l to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

I , 3. Do you think there is much of a need for helping people in institutions 
like these? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

I 
I 4. Do you think someone like you could do much good in such institutions? 

a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 
I 

I 5. Do you think people who help in such institutions without pay get 
anything of value from such work? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

I 6. Do you think many people help with such things, without being paid? 

I a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 
--------------1' 
* Developed by the High School Volunteer Project, 11 Self Assessment Systems 

for High School Student Programs, 11 a project sponsored by the 
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation. 
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Part B 

Another kind of'helping workqis helping people learn to do something. You 
may help them learn to read, do math, or to swim or do handicrafts or a lot 
of other things, without being paid. 

7. Does"helping workHlike this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

8. How many hours have you spent during the last month helping people 
learn to do things like this, without being paid? 
a. O b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

9. Do you think there is much of a need to help people learn things? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

10. Do you think someone like you could help people learn these different 
kinds of things? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

11. Do you think people who help teach others without pay get anything 
of value from such work? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

12. Do you think many people help with such things, without being paid? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

Part C 

Another kind of~helping work"is helping people who need someone to assist 
them because they don't have parents or are very poor or old. 

13. Does helping work like this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

14. How many hours have you spent during the last month, helping people 
who need someone to help care for them, without being paid? 
a. O b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

15. Do you think there is much of a need for helping people who need 
someone to care about them like this? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 



Part C (Continued) 

16. Do you think someone like you could do much good assisting people 
like this? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

17. Do you think people who help in caring for others without pay get 
anything of value from such work ? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

18. Do you think many people help others in this way, without being paid? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

Part D 

Another kind of helping is by leading people in sports, games, being an 
activity leader, or in some other way leading people in recreation without 
pay. 

19. Does helping work like this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

20. How many hours have you spent during the last month, helping people 
through recreational leadership, without being paid? 
a. 0 b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

21. Do you think there is much of a need for recreational leadership? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

22. Do you think someone like you could do much good leading others in 
recreation activities? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

23. Do you think people who lead recreational activities without pay get 
anything of value from their work? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

24. Do you think there are many people who help lead recreational 
activities, without pay? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

5 
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Part E 

Another way of helping people is helping in school and community activities 
such as environmental cleanup, beautification, helping in the school office, 
helping a teacher, etc., all without pay. 

25. Does''helping work"like this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

26. How many hours have you spent during the last month, helping people 
through school and corranunity activities, without being paid? 
a. 0 b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

27. Do you think there is much of a need for people to work on community 
and school activities? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

28. Do you think someone like you could do much good in community and 
school activities? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. PrQbably d. Definitely Yes 

29. Do you think people who help in these kinds of activities without pay 
get anything of value from such work? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

30. Do you think many people help with school and community activities, 
without pay? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

Part F 

Another way of helping is by working without pay for a cause you believe in 
and trying to get people to do something about it, like trying to get people 
to work for a cleaner environment or working in an election or for a 
political cause. 

31. Does~helping work.like this sound like something you would like to do? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

32. How many hours have you spent in the last month, working for a cause 
you believe in, without being paid? 
a. 0 b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 



Part F (Continued) 

33. Do you think there is much of a need for working for a cause that 
people believe in? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

34. Do you think someone like you could do much good working for a cause 
that you believe in? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

35. Do you think people who work for causes without pay get anything of 
value from such work? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

36. Do you think many people work for causes they believe in, without pay? 
a. Definitely No b. Maybe c. Probably d. Definitely Yes 

Part G 

37. In all the kinds of'helping work''listed above, how often have you tried 
to get others to help also? 
a. Never b. A Few Times c. Often 

38. How often do you look for chances to help people? 
a. Never b. Once In A While c. Often 

39. How old are you? 
a. Under 20 b. 20-24 c. 25-29 d. 30-34 e. 35 or Older 

40. Are you a? a. Male b. Female 

41. Check the group with which you most identify. 
a. Black b. White c. Hispanic d. American Indian 
e. Asian/Asian American f. Other 

42. Think of some adult in your home or in your family who does the most 
unpaid''helping work~as described in this questionnaire. What is your 
best guess of the number of hours that adult spends each week doing 
these kinds of helping work? 
a. 0 b. 1 to 5 c. 6 to 10 d. 11 to 20 e. Over 20 

Thanks for your help in filling this out. 
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UNIT I 

DEFINING VOLUNTEERISM 

Objective 

To learn the meaning of volunteerism by studying different definitions 

and the problems and issues associated with them. 

The Problem of Definition 

What is it we are really talking about when we say "volunteering"? We 

need to be as clear as possible. However, one of the problems is there is no 

agreed-upon definition. This makes it difficult to measure the amount of vol

unteering in a community, its scope, and its value. 

Even researchers do not agree on a definition. And since they do not, 

one can expect that the general public is even more confused and has varying 

perceptions of volunteering. This means that people are at the mercy of 

their own inaccurate stereotypes as well as their inability to appreciate many 

of the values of volunteering. Two such stereotypic problems are particularly 

troublesome: Volunteers are seen by many people as "do-gooders" or foolish 

people willing to do "women's work" or unskilled work for "free. 11 Also, vol

unteers are sometimes thought of as those engaged primarily in charitable, 

social-welfare activity, but not those engaged in politics, policy making, or 

political reform. Thus, the service work of women has been heavily empha

sized, and--at the same time--much of the voluntary work of men has been 

completely overlooked. Consequently, the major social changes in the last few 

years in regard to male and female volunteer involvement have not yet been 

widely appreciated. Perhaps some of this may be attributed to data collec

tion methods that have provided distorted information. For example, the way 
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questions are stated on surveys can elicit different responses, so different 

figures may be secured as to the number of volunteers. 

One traditional definition has focused on volunteers working in organi

zations, giving time to helping others for no monetary pay through institu

tions like hospitals, churches, schools, and social service. The assumption 

here is that the volunteer has a regular commitment, such as four hours per 

week or month. Until the last few years, this definition that the volunteer 

"is one who works in structured organizations and institutional settings, 11 was 

mainly the accepted one. It was the basis for the 1974 U.S. Bureau of Cen

sus and ACTION (federal volunteer agency) Survey. 

Questions have arisen, however, based on a broader perception. Doesn't 

that definition underestimate the amount of volunteering since it does not add 

up all the informal, individual time contributed for some socially-acceptable 

purpose outside formal organizations? Also, by emphasizing "no monetary 

pay, 11 doesn't the definition exclude voluntary activity provided where there 

is only token pay, or provided where only expenses are covered? 

The 1981 Gallup study of volunteering in America, sponsored by Inde

pendent Sector (a voluntary coalition of volunteer agencies), United Way, and 

Volunteer, made use of a broader definition that included both organizational 

activity and all informal, individually-provided activity such as helping an 

elderly neighbor. The use of this definition showed a far higher amount of 

volunteer activity in America. 

Much scholarly discussion and many considerations have led to the 

following definition of "volunteering": Any work outside the immediate family, 

intended to help in a socially-useful way, done of one's own free will, and 

without primary or direct thought of financial gain. 

Problems will arise with even this revised definition or any way of 



thinking about volunteering, for that matter. The issues that are presented 

below in activity #2 are interesting for students to debate. 

Suggested Activities 

1. If time permits, the topic could be introduced by the use of 
an 8-minute, 16mm color film entitled "Let the Spirit Free." 
This film describes the joy and satisfaction found in volun
teering and the variety of volunteer experiences in the United 
States. It can be borrowed through the Center for Volunteer 
Development. 

2. The instructor may involve the students in discussion based on 
issues arising from different definitions of volunteering such as 
the following: 

a. An all-inclusive definition, incorporating volun-
teer help to agencies and organizations, informal 
activity to help others, and even voluntary help 
to members of one's own family. 

Is this definition so sweeping (like helping a 
blind man across the street) that it distracts 
people from understanding much that is important 
about volunteering in our country, and distorts 
the amount of volunteering that exists? 

b. A definition limited to formal organizational and 
agency responsibilities. 

By focusing on this area alone, does the defini
tion miss that huge array of informal activity 
like political and community lobbying for various 
causes, neighborhood renovation projects, etc.? 

Also, does this definition tend to include more 
traditional "women's work" and therefore discrimi
nate? 

c. A definition specifying "without pay." 

Does this definition rule out volunteering for 
token pay, or help provided "for a song," or 
almost at cost? Should it? 

d. A definition specifying "outside the immediate 
family• II 

Does this definition rule out help to a sick family 
member, or child care, or a home building project 
made at a sizable sacrifice in terms of loss of 
income? Should it? 

11 
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In general, does the definition allow for changing trends and changing 

pressures in the American society? Does the definition guard against the 

government's regulating what is and is not "acceptable" volunteering--such 

as that type which qualifies for income tax deductions and special postage 

rates? 



UNIT II 

VOLUNTEERISM AT WORK IN THE U.S. 

Goal of the Unit 

1. To show the tradition of volunteering in this country, our present invol
vement, and the structure as well as functions of a strong volunteer 
program. 

Objectives of the Unit 

1. To introduce students to the nature and distribution of volunteering in 
the U.S. at the present time. 

2. To emphasize the important functions volunteerism performs in a free 
society. 

3. To emphasize the importance of volunteerisrn in the history of the U.S. 

4. To present specific activities involved if the student should wish to devel
op a volunteer program, or work with volunteers in a paid staff position. 

Discussion 

The purpose of tl1is unit is to show not only the extent of volunteering 

in this country, but also the key role played by voluntary associations in a 

democratic society. In order to understand tl1e significance of the concept, 

reference is made to the role of volunteers in our history as a nation. 

With this background, the student is introduced to the essentials in 

development of a volunteer program within a business or service organization. 

The objective is to assist students to understand the role volunteers play in 

many of our workplaces, so that in the future they may be knowledgeable and 

at ease in working with volunteers. Further, the information will help stu-

dents begin to understand the activities involved in organizing a volunteer 

program. They may be involved in such an activity in a future paid posi-

tion. 

Suggested class handouts include an article by Erma Bornbeck, a Steve 
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McCurley classic, some Gallup Poll results and a chart describing the steps 

involved in the development of a volunteer system within an organization. 

All are provided at the end of this unit. Teacher resources and/or assigned 

readings include: 

Ellis, Susan J., and Noyes, Katherine I., eds. By The People: A 
History of Americans as Volunteers. Philadelphia: Energize, 1978. 

Ka pell, Bernard M. "The Volunteer Movement In The United 
States," Volunteer Administration, Fall 1968, Volume 2, Number 3, 
pp. 11-29 (Appendix B). 

Suggested Activities 

1. Small group discussions centered on elaboration of the Gallup 
information highlighted on pages 21-26 . 

2. A discussion focused on the Kapell article referenced above, 
with questions such as: What volunteer groups are having an 
impact upon our society today? 

3. In regard to the Bombeck article, ask students to think about 
the effect if all the volunteers disappeared from their com
munity. 

4. Use McCurley's list to spur discussion about staff attitudes 
toward volunteers. 

Volunteerism At Work In The U.S. 

A recent survey (Gallup, 1981) shows that between 1980 and 1981 over 

half (52%) of adult Americans were in some way involved in volunteer effort. 

Nineteen percent volunteered in a church related or religious activity, twelve 

percent in the health area, another twelve percent in educational activities, 

and seven percent in the recreational area. The largest number, twenty-

three percent, were involved in informal volunteer activities on their own 

(See Gallup handouts at end of unit). 

An interesting way to consider tl1e impact of volunteer activity on our 

society is to consider what services would disappear if there were no volun-



teers. Erma Bombeck offers the reader a clear picture of the tremendous 

variety of services and functions volunteers perform in our lives. The article 

is included with this unit on page 27 and may be used as a handout if 

desired. 

Our country is probably unique in its historical emphasis upon voluntary 

activity (Ellis, 1978). Readings in any American history book emphasize the 

migrations of groups of people to a newly-discovered, sparsely-populated land 

where survival depended upon the mutual support and assistance of the 

so-called "colonists." Since no human habitation existed in the areas where 

colonists settled, the ski I Is of each individual were pooled with those of 

others to build the necessary buildings, till the land, and establish protection 

against any kind of outside attacks. The pioneering spirit was one of mutual 

help, or of what we have come to know as voluntary assistance or activity. 

From the time of the early settlements, to the great migrations westward; 

from the provision of a system to care for the persons who could not care for 

themselves, to the development of our government, armies and educational 

systems, people donated their time in a secure knowledge that they would be 

assisted when needed (Ellis, 1978). Today the spirit of volunteering con

tinues to be a distinguishing feature in this country, and it is likely to 

expand as we enter another challenging era of scarce resources. 

Some unique functions are currently being performed by volunteers and 

voluntary associations. One of the most significant is what has been called 

the distribution of power (Rose, 1965). At every level of government, 

individuals or groups of individuals work to influence the decisions made by 

elected officials. When citizens individually have a part in the decision mak

ing, they broaden the basis of consent. As the number of people involved in 

a decision becomes larger, each person has a correspondingly smaller amount 
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of power. A current example of distributing power by voluntary action 

occurred recently in Chester, Virginia, where a woman was concerned that 

old Landmark buildings were being destroyed. She asked the governing body 

to authorize funds to study the history of old buildings in the county. This 

was done. She then asked that the results of the study be published (an 

additional expenditure) for the benefit of the population of the county. This 

was done also. One can see that some of the power assigned to the govern

ing body was assumed by this citizen volunteer. 

Legislators at every level, but particularly at the state and federal 

levels, feel the impact of lobbies representing almost every aspect of every 

issue involved in any legislation, thus limiting the legislator's power to vote 

as he believes his constituency wishes him to vote. The assumption of power 

by voluntary organizations may be ill-advised or dysfunctional at times, but it 

also can be an important safeguard to basic rights and freedoms. Volunteer 

effort can function legitimately only in representative forms of government. In 

totalitarian states there are no organizations other than those of the state. 

Volunteer groups, however, can and sometimes do operate covertly in such 

cases, as occurred recently in Poland. The process becomes much more 

dangerous and awkward where it is illegal, and often the government will not 

acknowledge the demands of such a group until the time for peaceful change 

has passed and violence is seen as the only option. In representative govern

ments, volunteers function to bring about change, or in some cases, to pre

serve the status quo when the government wishes to bring about unpopular 

change. 

Some social scientists believe that this process of change by citizen 

volunteer influence upon legislators operates as a safety valve to prevent 

violence. 



In the United States, volunteers, acting as free agents, can speak up 

about unfair conditions or laws and actually bring about desired changes. 

Other functions performed by volunteers are not as significant as the first 

two: power distribution and social change. However, they are beneficial, 

especially to the individual, for the volunteer effort tends to enable him to 

feel more a part of his community, to feel he identifies with important com-

munal objectives. Social and economic advancement are also possible by-

products. 

Developing A Volunteer Progra.!!!. 

Important things happen when people become volunteers. But perhaps 

as a volunteer, I don't want to become involved in an :.3ctivity such as those 

just described, but would rather just help a person here or there who needs 

assistance. I could do this by working in an already-defined job in an estab

lished organization or agency. It would be most helpful to me and to the 

community, in addition to assisting the persons volunteered to help, 

because: 

I would be learning more about my community and perhaps see 
some aspect of community life I had never seen before. 

My business or organization could extend its services through 
my efforts. 

I might begin to see how this work could help me develop skills 
to do additional things, perhaps consider other community prob
lems. 

Other persons volunteering as I have could becorne a commun
ity of more informed citizens, able and interested in solving 
community problems. 

Now let's suppose that as a volunteer I have seen so many benefits, 

both to myself and my organization, that I have decided to start something 

entirely different. I want to establish a volunteer program where I work. In 
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order for all these benefits to occur, the volunteer program must be a part of 

a well-thought-out system. Ideally, it will be administered by me or a full

time manager who can place volunteers appropriately. 

Management Support 

Let us suppose further that I have gone to my supervisor with this idea 

and he/she agrees it is a good one. am assigned the job of establishing the 

program. I just did the first thing right: I obtained the approval of the 

manager so now everyone will know that he/she supports the program. The 

next important step has been taken also: namely, the manager has assigned a 

staff person to set up the program. That is me. There are a few other 

things he/she should do in order to get a program going; for example, the 

staff should be told that a volunteer program is going to be established and I 

have been assigned to do it. Further, the staff should know that they can 

take some of their work time to plan the details with me. 

Planning 

My title is volunteer director, and I meet with my co-workers to explain 

the program, the objectives of which are clearly defined. We try to think of 

all the ways volunteers can assist us, job descriptions are written, and office 

space is located for the volunteers. We establish a method of keeping track 

of work hours, a plan of recognition, a plan for recruitment, publicity, 

orientation, and training. This process may take some time but is worth it. 

The persuasion of my co-workers that volunteers are going to make our 

organization more effective and thus raise our status with the manager is just 

as important as the other tasks mentioned here. Many good volunteer pro

grams have gone down the drain because of staff resistance to volunteers. I 
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really need to anticipate every possible objection and respond to it; i.e., a 

volunteer might be so skillful that he/she would take my job, or volunteers 

a re never dependable, etc. 

It would be wise at this stage of planning to develop a projected achieve

ment plan for the program for the first year. Progress will then be measured 

according to the plan. 

Presentation of the Program to the Prospective Volunteer 

The following is a checklist of things to do when approaching any indi

vidual to ask for a volunteer commitment (Naylor, 1983): 

Recruitment 

Telephone or write ahead to make an appointment. 

Mave a current volunteer approach the prospect. 

Invite the person to visit the office. 

Introduce the individual to volunteers and staff at 

the office. 

Encourage the potential volunteer to state his/her 

needs, interests, and expectations. 

Make the job look interesting and worthwhile. 

Allow the person a choice of jobs. 

Allow for immediate sign-up for the individual. 

Allow the person, if he/she accepts, to carve out 

his/her own job. 

Allow for a period of adjustment. 

Once begun, recruiting volunteers becomes an on-going process. This 

gradually increases program visibility in the community, so that when the time 

comes for a given individual to begin volunteer work the chances are our 

organization will be remembered. We will make an effort to utilize our current 

volunteers to recruit others, will register with local volunteer placement 

programs, look for newcomers to the community, and try recruiting groups of 
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persons, such as company employees, church groups, or civic organizations. 

Often two friends will want to volunteer together; we will encourage that. 

The media will assist by announcing our volunteer openings to the community. 

The places we will look for volunteers will depend upon the kind of 

, volunteer currently being sought. Placing signs in laundromats, super-

') markets, bowling alleys, post offices, or other community buildings can often 

bring results. 

The volunteers will want to know about our organization, and even 

though they may be involved in only one small portion of the total operation, 

they will be more likely to remain with the work if they are better informed. 

Therefore, an educational session will include information about the back

ground of the agency, its history, the goals and objectives, policies, proce

dures and regulations, the daily routine, the significance of the volunteer 

job, and the general and specific responsibilities of the volunteer. 

Appreciation 

We all need to be told, occasionally at least, that we are .doing a good 

job and our work is appreciated. Volunteers probably need an extra "thank 

you" because they are giving their services and not selling them. Arranging 

some special occasion or gift for them is the usual way organizations recognize 

contributions. Other recognition might include special name tags, uniforms, 

or perhaps reimbursement for travel and meals. 

In summary, organizing and operating a volunteer program is quite simi

lar to the process involving a paid staff. Volunteers can best be looked upon 

as unpaid staff. Since they are unpaid in dollars, it is necessary to be even 

more careful that other reward systems and special attentions are provided 

for them. 
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FROM GALLUP POLL 

TYPE OF VOLUNTEER 
WORK PERFORMED 

IN PAST YEAR 
(MARCH 'BO-MARCH '81) 

Profile of the Volunteer Compared with Profile of 
General Public 

Adult Adult General 
Volunteer Public 

Sex .. .. 
Male 44 48 
Female 56 52 

Total 100 100 

Race 
White 90 87 
Non-White 10 13 

Total 100 100 

Age 
18-34 42 38 
35-49 27 24 
50 and Older 31 38 

Total 100 100 

Education 
College Graduate 21 14 
College Incomplete 21 16 
Technical or Business School 6 6 
High School Graduate 35 34 
High School Incomplete 9 15 
Grade School or No Schooling 8 15 

Total 100 100 

An·nual Household Income 
$20,000 and Over 53 44 
$1 5,000-$1 9,999 14 14 
$10,000-$14,999 16 18 
$5,000-$9,999 10 15 
Under $5.000 7 9 

Total 100 100 

Size of Community 
1 ,000,000 and Over 16 19 
250,000-999,999 23 21 
50,000-249,999 16 16 
2,500-49,999 17 15 
Under 2,500 28 29 

Total 100 100 

Region 
East 27 27 
Midwest 28 27 
South 25 28 
West 20 18 

Total 100 100 
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TYPESOFVOLUNTEER 
ACTIVITY SPECIFIED 
IN GALLUP SURVEY 

The following areas of volunteer work were listed on 
card& used by interviewers in conducting the Gallup 
Survey on Volunteering. Respondents were shown 
these categories to help them answer a variety of ques
tions about their volunteer work in the previous year 
and the previous three months. 

A. Health-hospitals, rescue squad, mental health 
cllnlcs, March of Dimes, other health drives, etc. 

B. Education-room parent, tutors, PTA, school board, 
college fund raiser, etc. 

C. Justice-court volunteers, civil liberties, legal aides, 
etc. 

D. Citizenship-scout leader, VFW officer, Jaycees, 
Junior League, etc. 

E. Recreation-activity leaders, llttle league coaches, 
etc. 

F. Soclal and Welfare-Salvation Army, NAACP, home 
for the aged, famlly planning, orphanages, drug 
rehabilitation, hotline, etc. 

G. Community Action-neighborhood groups, 
consumer or environmental, etc. 

H. Rellglous- usher, choir, Sunday school teacher, etc. 

I. Polltlcal-fundralser, poll watcher, campaign worker, 
party official, or office holde. (not receiving pay), etc. 

J. Arts and Culture 

K. Work Related-tabor union, professional 
association, safety patrol, etc. 

L. Informal-Alone-help a sick or elderly neighbor or 
friend, etc., but not as part of an organized troup 

M. General Fund Raisers-United Way, Catholic 
Charities, Jewish Federations, and similar general 
fund raisers 

N. Other (please specify) 

0. None of These Areas 

23 
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GENERAL REAcnONS 
Ths forum prot1uced both agreement and 
differences on the survey results in 
general: 
Van Tll: I view thl• survey aa a triumph of 
thoaa of who who have argued over the 
years that voluntHrlng is not something 
that la the province of organizations. 
Horner: I am reaaaured by the survey that 
there Is a normalcy out there. Nothing radi
cal appears. The Information la truly mildly 
lntereallng-lt atrlkea me as not ao much a 
survey of volunteerlng aa one of charity 
and self-help. 
Allen: The survey certainly doesn't tell ua 
everything we need to know about volun
teering. I think It waa a breakthrough Just 
to get this definition used and to begin to 
be recognized tor using the word "volun
teering" In this public a manner to talk 
about what people are doing to help each 
other on their own. 

There wu some concern among survey 
designers that certain answers might be 
influenced by respondents' attitudea 

toward volunteering-i.e .. that it is-or is 
not a socially desirable activity. 
Nygreen: What I think la actually a finding 
la that people do want to think of them
aalvea aa volunteers. If you look al the 
answers-what people described they had 
done-you'll !Ind a high figure of people 
who aay, "Yea, I've done something here." 
Horner: I think we should also consider 
that people have residual good leellnga 
about words llke "volunteerlng" which are 
rooted In awareness of volunteer fire llght
lng and almllar actlvltlea lrom their early 
years. So I would contend there la a con
siderably stronger bias In favor of saying, 
"Yea, I do volunteer." 
McCurleJ: I think we probably have very 
good reaulla that aren't blaaed by either 
aoclally dealrable or socially undealrable 
feellnga. When presenting this very good 
1111 of activities, you get rid of the persona 
who are aaylng "yea" when they are not 
volunteering, and you tend to surface the 
"yea" answer from the persona who have a 
tendency to volunteer to start with. 

Demogrephlc An•IY•I• of Type of Volunteer • 

Not Number of 
Volunt- VOlunt- Total Interview• ... '!It '!It '!It Educ•tlon 

Male 47 53 100 (808) College 
Female 58 44 100 (793) Some College 

VolunlHr 

'!It 
75 
65 

Aae High School Graduate 54 

14-17 53 47 100 (152) Some High School 31 

18-24 54 46 100 (205) Grade School 26 

25-44 59 41 100 (633) Chlld Under 1 8 In 
45-54 55 45 100 (244) 

Hou•• 
55-64 45 55 100 (237) Yea 57 
85 and Older 37 63 100 (276) No 48 

Race 
White 54 46 100 (1406) Region 

Non-White 41 59 100 (195) East 51 

M•rltal Stlitu. 
Midwest 54 

Married 53 47 100 (1081) 
South 48 
West 57 

Single 58 42 100 (263) 
Widowed/Divorced/ City Size 

Separated 42 58 100 (257) Metropolitan 46 

Employment lt11tu1 Suburb 55 
Total Employed 57 43 100 (927) Non-SMSA 55 
Employed Full-Time 55 45 100 (753) 

Rellglon 
Employed Part-Time 65 35 100 (174) 

Not Employed 45 55 100 (651) 
Protestant 50 
Cathollc 52 

Annu•I Hou1ehold Income Jew I ah 64 
Under $4,000 40 60 100 (91) 
$4,000-$8,999 36 84 100 (186) Household Size 
$ 7 ,000-$9,999 35 65 100 (104) One 41 
$10,000-$14,999 46 54 100 (278) Two 47 
$1 5,000-$1 9,999 53 47 100 (222) Three 55 
$20,000 and Over 63 37 100 (711) Four and Over 59 

Not Number ol 
VOlunlH• Tote! Interview• 

% % 

25 100 (284) 
35 100 (363) 
46 100 (531) 
69 100 (243) 
74 100 (176) 

43 100 (716) 
52 100 (873) 

49 100 (448) 
46 100 (446) 
52 100 (430) 
43 100 (277) 

54 100 (483) 
45 100 (607) 
45 100 (511) 

50 100 (927) 
48 100 (450) 
36 100 (36) 

59 100 (189) 
53 100 (485) 
45 100 (330) 
41 100 (580) 

$40.000 and Over 62 38 100 (155) -------------------
'All demographic• except •II• are bHed on adult eample only 
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HOURS SPENT IN 
VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY 

Respondents were asked to give their best estimate of 
the total number of hours spent in the previous three 
months on each of the volunteer activities described. 

To differentiate between those who appear to be 
regular volunteers and those who are "sometime" 
volunteers, the hours spent on volunteer activity were 
grouped as follows: 

Number of Hours 
Actually Worked In 
Past 3 Months 
(13 Weeks) 

- -----------·--------
0 

1 -13 

Average Number of 
Hours Worked Per Week 
in Past 3 Months 

0 

1 or Less --------------------------------
14-26 More than 1 to 2 

27-39 More than 2 to 3 

40-52 More than 3 to 4 --------- ----------·-------
53-65 More than 4 to 5 

66-78 

79-91 

92 + 

More than 5 to 6 

More than 8 to 7 

More than 7 

ON GE'l.fiNG INVOLVED 

The assumption was then made that those who spent 
an average of one hour per week or le88 In the past 
three months on volunteer work are not regular volun
teers. This Includes those who spent no time on volun
teer activity In the past three months. As a result, 69 
percent spent either no time or less than an average of 
one hour per week on volunteer ictlvlty In the past three 
months, and 31 percent spent an average of two or 
more hours per week on volunteer activity. 

The following groups are slightly more likely to have 
spent more hours In volunteer activity In the previous 
three-month period: 

0 Women (21 % of women spent 37 hours or more vs. 
14% for men) 

D People who are not the chief wage earner (23% 
spent 37 hours or more vs. 15% for chief wage ear
ners) 

o Upper Income people (29% among people earning 
$40,000 or higher spent 3 7 hours or more vs. 11 % 
among people earning less than $7,000) 

D More educated people (34% among college edu
cated spent 37 hours or more vs. 7% among grade 
school educated) 

0 People llvlng In rural areH (24% among non-SMSA 
residents spent 37 hours or more vs. 100.~ among ur
ban residents) 

The survey produced some surprise 
regarding the low percentage ol re
spondents who first learned about thelf 
volunteer activity from the media, 

you find out for whom 

Warren: There are some significant im
plications for local program people here. 
For instance. this shows the mass media is 
not a critical resource, yet I assume funds 
devoted to it are out ol proportion to these 
percentages 
Allen: This is a very important result be
cause ii reinforces vividly an instinct that 
you recruit volunteers by asking them. and 
that what groups ought to be doing is 
spending more time on building networks 
1n the community as opposed to buying 
time on TV. 
McCurtey: The survey didn't seek. the 
moat effective way of recruiting: it asked 
how one learned about it It's not to say the 
media is an ineflective means-it only 
says that the media is not the way one was 
recruited. 

these things are being done, then 
you really know a lot about why. 
Nrgreen: I think people forget why 
they do things. Having run focused 
group research on motivations 
for things, I'm often sur -
prised at how unable people are 
at giving you their motivations. 
Mccurley: I wish there were 
another survey being done 
in which interviewers 
talked to people for 
an hour and a half 
to find out what 
motivates them 
to volunteer. 
Allen: I was 
struck by what seemed 
to be a low response in 
terms of people's reasons 
being the learning, _ 
getting experience. -::-:==

helping to get a job. --:·= -~~ 
Volunteer organi -

Another general reaction to the Gallup re- zations increasingly 
port was 'rustration at the survey·s inab1l1ty have cited the rela-

' ro discover citizens· real motivations lor tionship between I vo!un'etJrmg volunteer work 
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Horner: I want~d to know why people and paid work as 
volunteer. but wnen I read these rea!lons, I a selling point 

~!fo!~!~!1d!t!h!e!re!s!!n!o!th~in!g!!th!a!t!te!l!ls!y!o!u!!w!h!~!lif!!!lo~r!t!h!e!m!s!e!lv!e~s!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!J!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IJ 
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ON THE PERCENTAGES 
One of the primary reactions of forum par
ticipants (and the volunteer community) to 
the Gallup survey was concern that it over
states volunteering in its conclusion that 
52 percent of adults volunteer. 
Warren: Usually In surveys everyone Is 
skeptical about low llgurea. Here, we're 
skeptical about high figur&11. 
Nygreen: When things come out 
differently from what you expected, there's 
often a tendency to think something's 
wrong. When It's not surprising, the ten
dency is to think, What did we learn, we 
already knew this. 
Horner: I find the 52 percent low by this 
definition. From my own familial, social and 
work experiences. I assume that human 
beings do help each other on a rigorous 
basis. I can't Imagine knowing no one who 
hasn't volunteered in the last two to three 
weeks. It's part of a requirement of dally 
life 
Allen: What's interesting la that a lot of 
negative reaction to the 52 percent has 
come from people who organize or manage 
some kind of volunteer effort. I've heard It 
moat often phraaed this way: Think of all 
your friends. Do you believe that 50 per-

cent volunteer? My hypothesis la that we 
have convinced ouraelvea that we llve In a 
selfish world, that people aren't volunteer
ing, that we have to launch great efforts to 
get more people Involved. 
Horner: lronlcally, It'• correcting mlaper
ceptlona on the part of the auppoaedly 
moat knowledgeable people. It la a profea
alonally Induced deficit being corrected by 
a profe11lonally conducted survey. 

Panelists also reacted to the low volunteer 
rate among low-income people. 
Horner: There's a suspicion that there haa 
been and still la aelf-help activity going on 
among this group of which we are unaware. 
Warren: It's not at all surprising that the 
higher the status In society, the higher 
are the resources. Thus, the poor and 
thoae with long-term minority status are 
18118 llkely to be part of society. However, 
the survey tool may not be one that can be 
uaed with this group. My own experience 
in doing a number of cro11-raclal surveys 
In Detroit In the '60s, suggests that, In 
general, alienated groups don't participate 
In aurveya. 
EberlJ: What I aee enough evidence of-

f'ercentage of all 

eapeclally In the '7 4 survey but reinforced 
here-la the very strong correlation be
tween Income levels and education: The 
lower the Income and educational levels, 
the leas llkely you are to find volunteers. I 
think It's a question of 
the opportunity that 
la appropriate for 
people of various 
communities. 

Percentage of all 
adulta who donated adult volunteer• Percentage of 

Percentage of adults to each area of who donated to each all non-volun-

Charitable 
who volunteer In an voluntary activity area of voluntary teera who dona-
area and make a char. but did not do any activity but did ted In each 

Contributions 
contribution In aame voluntary work In not do any vol. area of vol-
area. that area. work In that area. untary activity. 

H .. lth 65 29 32 26 

Educ•tlon 46 11 15 6 

Ju a tic• 9 2 3 • 

Cltlzenahlp 53 5 7 3 

Aecre•tlon 38 7 9 4 

Socl•l/Welf•r• 48 18 21 16 

Community Action 31 6 9 4 

Rellgloua .. 75 31 31 32 

Polltlc•I 45 9 12 5 

Art• •nd Culture 51 4 6 1 

Work A•l•ted 40 7 9 4 

lnform•I/ Alone 26 6 5 7 

Oener•I Fund A•l••r• 74 32 40 23 

Net Who Don•t• NA 73 79 66 

Tot•I Don•t• No Money/ 
Don't Aec•ll If Donated NA 27 21 34 

Number of Interviews ••• (1601) (843) i758) 

• LMI thin one h•ll of one percent 

•• On the cerd thet re1ponclent1 were ehown thet ll•ted ., .. , In which they might give• contribution, the rellgloue cetegory did not expllcllly etete "to your church" From other 
aourcee. we know thet roughly two out of every thrff Amerlc1n1 give to their church on• reguter bHI•. In the 1978 aurvey ol cherllable contrlbutlcn• conducted by The Gellup 
Orgenlzetlon tor CONVO. It we• round th1t 70 percent ol the hHd• or hOunhotd• geve to their church or to• rellglou• org1nlzetlon A 1978 1urvey conducted by The Gallup 
Orgenizetlon tor Ch,iarianily Today found the! llelwffn 82-74 percent "l lh• United Stet•• edult populetlon give lo their church or other rellgloue organ1zat1ona. In t>oth theee 
quHtlon1, "giving to your church" wee explicitly mentioned In the quHtlon wording. We muet conclude that• lerge proportion ol re1pondent1 In the current aurvey did not 1n
cluele money given to their church on • reguler bHI• (the w•kly offering) •• p1rt ol their charlteble contrlbulion• to volunteer groupe or ecllvltlee. 

'" Th••• percenl•lll• ere baHCI on th• number of people who volunlHr•d In ••ch erea. 
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HOW VOLUNTEERS 
FIRST LBARNED 
ABOUT ACTIVITY 

Among adult• who have volunteered In the paat year, 
the largeat percentage first became Involved In the 
volunteer activity because they were aaked by aome
one If they would volunteer (44%). Other 1ource1 of In
formation or reaaona for becoming Involved In the 
volunteer activity are having a famlly member or a friend 
Involved In the activity and through participation In a 
group or organization. One person In four sought out the 
activity on their own. Relatively few (8%) first volun
teered because they had seen an ad for or some Infor
mation about the volunteer activity In the media. 

Among teenage volunteers, the three reasons moat 
frequently cited for having become Involved In the 
.olunteer activity are the same: having been asked by 
someone (53%), having a family member or friend In
volved In the activity, and through participation In a 
group or organization. 
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How Learned 
About Volunteer All Adult All Teen 
Activity Volunteer• Volunteers 

'Ill 'Ill 
Asked by someone 44 53 

Had a family member or a 
friend In the activity or 
benefiting from the activity 29 42 

Through participation In an 
organization or group 
(lncludlng a religious group) 31 33 

Saw an ad-radio, TV, or 
printed source 8 3 

Sought out activity on my own 25 21 

Other 3 2 

Don't Recall 4 0 

Total 142• 154• 

Number of Interview• (843) (81) 

• Total .. caacla 100 parcant dua to multiple reaponHe. 

REASONS FOR FIRST 
BECOMING INVOLVED 

IN THE ACTIVITY 
Among both adult and teenage volunteers, the reaaon 
moat frequently mentioned for becoming Involved In 
volunteer work Is the desire to do something useful-to 
help others (45% among adults and 49% among teena). 
Other reasons mentioned with almost equal frequency 
Include having an Interest In the volunteer work and the 
bellef that the volunteer work would be enjoyable. 

Reaeone 
Enjoy doing the volunteer 
work; feeling needed 

Like doing something useful; 
helping others 

Am getting Job experience 

Work helps child, relative, or 
friend 

Religious concerns 

Have a lot of free time 

Am Interested In the activity 

Work helps keep taxes or 
other coats down 

Other 

Don't Know 

Total 

Number of lntervleW9 

All Adult All Teen 
Volunteers Volunteers 

'Ill 'Ill 

29 38 

45 49 

11 20 

23 16 

21 24 

6 26 

35 46 

5 0 

1 

5 2 

18,. 220· 

(843) (81) 

• Total excaacl• 100 percent due lo multiple reap0neea. 
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REASONS FOR 
CONTINUING IN 

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY 

The reasons people mention moat often for continuing 
to volunteer are the same reasons moat frequently men
tioned for flrat becoming Involved In a volunteer activity. 
However, It la not the caae that reaaona for flrat volun
teering are alwaya the same aa rea1on1 for continuing 
to volunteer. Thia la particularly true for people who first 
volunteered to gain Job experience. Of thoae who flrat 
volunteered to gain Job experience, only 37 percent are 
continuing to do the volunteer work to gain Job ex
perience, while 64 percent of thla group are continuing 
to do the volunteer work becauae they are lntereatedJrt 
the work, and 67 percent becaus_~jb1i-en!OY-cio1ng
somethtng-that I~ ~nh.!llllldhelP.s other people. On the 
other hand,/&rge proportions of people who first volun
teered bec,uae they thought they would enJoy the work 
(83%), because they wanted to do something useful 
(77%), for religious rea1on1 (79%), and because they 
were lntereated In the work (72%) continue to do the 
volunteer w~~ for the same rea1on1 they give for flrat 
volunteerlng . .put In each case, there are also other 
rea1on1 for continuing to do the volunteer work. 

ON WOMEN 
VOLUNTEERS 
Panelists found interesting the survey's re
port of an increase in volunteer activity 
among certain oroupa in the past three 
years: 
Horner: There seems to be a propor
tionately greater leap over the previous 
three-year period In volunteer hours 
worked among full-time employed people. 
That Illes In the face of many common
sense notions. The fact la that more 
women are employed full-time. It strikes 
me as odd and In need of explanation that 
more people who are employed full-time 
are volunteering more. Perhaps If you look 
at certain trenda that are associated with a 
decrease In volunteerlng, such ea divorce, 
that might cancel them. 
Yan TH: The finding• are mind-boggling, 
particularly regarding men and women. 
The conventional estimate by those who 
know anything about volunteering Is that 
women have been moving out of volunteer
ing and men have been replacirYg them 
grudgingly. That apparently Is not true. 
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All Adult All Teen 
Volunteera Volunteer• 

Ru1on1 .. .. 
Enjoy doing the volunteer 
work; feellng needed 28 34 

Like doing aomethlng uaeful; 
helping others 49 61 

Am getting Job experience 6 21 

Work helpa child, relative, or 
friend 21 18 

Rellgloua concern• 20 16 

Have a lot of free time 5 16 

Am lntereated In the activity 35 39 

Work h·elpa keep taxea or 
other coats down 4 0 

Other 1 2 

Don't Know 9 9 

Total 179• 215• 

Number of lntervlewa (843) (81) 

• .Tolal axceeda 100 paraant dua IO mulllpla raaponHa. 



WITHOUT VOLUNTEERS, A LOST CIVILIZATION 

I had a dream the other night that every volunteer in this country, 
disillusioned with the lack of compassion, had set sail for another country. 

As I stood smiling on the pier, I shouted, "Good-bye, creamed chicken. 
Good-bye, phone committees. So long, Disease-of-the-Month. No more saving 
old egg cartons. No more getting out the vote. Au revoir, playground duty, 
bake sales and three-hour meetings." 

As the boat got smaller and they could no longer hear my shouts, I 
reflected, "Serves them right. A bunch of yes people. All they had to do 
was to put their tongue firillly against the roof of their mouth and make an 
0 sound. Nnnnnnoooooo. Nnnnnnnoooooo. Nnoo. No! No! It would cer
tainly have spared them a lot of grief. Oh well, who needs them! 

The hospital was quiet as I passed it. Rooms were void of books, flowers, 
and voices. The children's wing held no clowns ••• no laughter. The recep
tion desk was vacant. 

The Home for the Aged was like a tomb. The blind listened for a voice 
that never came. The infirm were im;Jrisoned by wheels on a chair that never 
moved. Food grew cold on trays that would never reach the mouths of the 
hungry. 

All the social agencies had closed their doors, unable to implement their 
programs of scouting, recreation, drug control, Big Sisters, Big Brothers, 
YW, YM, the retarded, the crippled, the lonely, and the abandoned. 

The health agencies had a sign in the window, "CURES FOR CANCER, 
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY, BIRTH DEFECTS, MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, EMPHY
SEMA, SICKLE CELL ANEMIA, KIDNEY DISORDERS, HEART DISEASE, ETC., 
HAVE l3EEN CANCELLED DUE TO LACK OF INTEREST." 

The schools were strangely quiet with no field trips, no volunteer aides 
on the playground or in the classrooms ••• as were the colleges wl1ere scholar
ships and financial support was no rnore. 

The flowers on church altars withered and died. Children in day nur
series lifted their arms but there was no one to hold them in love. Alcoholics 
cried out in despair, but no one answered, and the poor had no recourse for 
health care or legal aid. 

But the saddest part of the journey was the symphony hall which was 
dark and would remain that way. So were the museums that had been built 
and stocked by volunteers with the art treasures of our time. 

I fought in my sleep to regain a glimpse of the ship of volunteers just 
one more time. It was to be my last glimpse of civilization ••• as we were meant 
to be. 

Erma Bambeck 
Syndicated Columnist 
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How to Generate Conflict 
Between Paid Staff 

and Volunteers 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

By Steve McCurley 
VOLUNTEER's Director of Program Services 

Don't involve staff in the decisions as to if and how 
to utilize volunteers in the program. Everybody loves 
a surprise. 

Don't plan in advance the job descriptions or support 
and superv1s1on systems for the volunteers. These 
things will work themselves out if you just leave them 
alone. 

Accept anyone who volunteers for a 
less of whether you think they are 
under-qualified. Quantity is everything. 

position, regard
over-qual ified or 

Assume that anyone who volunteers can pick up what
ever skills or knowledge they need as they go along. 
If you do insist on training volunteers, be sure not 
to include the staff with whom the volunteers will be 
working in the design of the training. 

Assume that 
needs about 
they receive 

your staff already knows everything it 
proper volunteer utilization. Why should 
any better training than your volunteers? 

Don't presume to recognize the 
volunteers make to the programs. 
teers are simply too valuable for words. 

contributions that 
After all, volun-

Don't reward staff who work well with volunteers. 
They are only doing their job. 

Don't let staff supervise the volunteers who work with 
them. As a volunteer coordinator, you should be 
sure to retain all authority over "your" volunteers. 

In case of disputes, operate on the principle that 
"The Staff Is Always Right." Or, operate on the 
principle "My Volunteers, Right or Wrong . 11 This is 
no time for compromise. 

Try to suppress any problems that come to your at-
tention. Listening only encourages complaints. 



A Volunteer 
Development 
System 

One out of every four Americans over 
the age of 13 does some form of 
volunteer work during the year. That 
means that nearly 40 million citizens--
40 percent of whom are men-give 
their time, energy, and effort to some 
cause. 

This vast resource is often untapped by 
human services delivery systems 
supported by HEW. Although adminis· 
trators of human services programs 
universally express commitment to 
greater volunteer participation, and 
often volunteer themselves, few take 
full advantage of this valuable 
potential. Inadequate planning for 
volunteer participation is generally the 
reason for lack of meaningful 
volunteer involvement. 

HEW encourages volunteering because: 

• Volunteering as an option is a basic 
human right--everyone can help 
someone. We all need to be needed. 

• Volunteers can represent a signifi· 
cant program resource, and they 
can provide a capacity to mobilize 
community support. 

• Volunteers can extend and reinforce 
the work of paid staff-but they 
should never be used to supplant 
paid staff. 

• Volunteers can improve program 
performance by acting as linkages 
within the community, interpreters of 
services, advocates for the inartic· 
ulate, as recruiters, trainers, or 
supervisors, and extend the outreach 
of the paid staff in delivering 
services. 

• Volunteers come from all parts of 
communities, are all ages and do all 
sorts of things. Never underestimate 
the value of youth, older persons, 
the poor. or minorities to improve 
the quality of programs. 

In order to use their abilities effectively 
and to grow, volunteers need help. 
This help should be in the form of a 
well-planned, volunteer development 
system based on the foll,,wing 
princip!es: 

• A freedom of choice is essential for 
volunteers, staff, and the persons 
being served. Volunters work with, 
not for other people. Expectations 
and goals should be defined in clear, 
contractual terms. 

• Volunteers need appropriate 
placement to utilize their skills, 
knowledge, and interests; training to 
supplement their knowledge and 
skills; a place and tools to work 
with; and someone to turn to for 
support, encouragement, and 
appreciation. 

• Volunteers need periodic review of 
their accomplishments and growth 
opportunities when ready for more 
or different responsibilities; records 
to prove their service and training; 
and recognition. 

• Voluntee~ need access to the policy 
development process. Fi~thand 

perspective helps policy makers 
focus on priority needs. 

A volunteer development system 
produces enriched and more effective 
services and an informed dedicated 
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citizenry ready to participate in 
collaborative efforts outside the agency 
in meeting human needs, and attack· 
ing problems. Solving some problems 
may create new ones, so there is an 
ever-expanding need for this kind 
of citizen network. 

A volunteer system must be well 
conceived and create a climate in 
whicti people can risk giving their best. 
An ideal program is staffed with a 
full time administrator who decentral· 
izes administration to line staff as 
readiness is indicated. 

Provision of opportunities to participate 
in policy development, 'rogrem 
in,,ovation, ·and advocacy roles attracts 
and motivates the best volunteers. A 
volunteer system is a continuously 
intrinsic part of the overall pro1ram 
planning cycle and fits into the total 
system, rather than being a separate 
program. 

All long-range planning in the human 
services delivery area should include 
explicit provisions for volunteer 
participation in providing services, In 
interpretation, setting pro1ram 1oals, 
and in carrying out program 10111. 

The following chart illustrates tht basic 
elements of a volunteer development 
system. Additional information can be 
obtained by writing Office of Voluntetr 
Development, HEW, Washinston, O.C. 
20201. 



Executive 

Demonstrate support for volunteer development: 

A. Establish volunteer development system 

B. Set Iona-range &Olis and objectives for 
vo1unteer developmen, system involvin& 
leadership, paid staff, boards or committees, 
volunteers, and consumers 

C. Appoint qualified Director to focus efforts 

D. Designate staff time to define roles, prepare 
trainin1, evaluate plans, meetings 

E. Communicate support throueh: 
Staff meetinp 
Memos of authorization 
Public statements 

Volunteer Director 

Define goals and objectives for volunteer 
development system: 

A. Work with unit heads, line staff,representative 
volunteers and consumers defining needs for 
volunteers 

8. Assess community for volunteer resources: 
1. Volunteers 

Voluntary Action Center 
Service Grou~ 
Schools and colleees, etc. 

Z. Organizations interested in cooperation 

C. Establishment referral, reporting and record 
systems 

D. Plan and budget for: 
Office services 
Volunteer expenses 
Public relations 
Recognition process 

E. Develop orientation and training procedures 
for staff, volunteers and self. 

Line Staff and Supervisors 

A. Define unit and specific program objectives for 
volunteer services, unmet needs, volunteer 
opportunities, requirements 

B. Contribute ideas for volunteer wi111ments, 
1roup projects 

C. Suggest ways tareet aroup members could 
volunteer 

D. Schedule time for: 
l. Own training 
2. Counseling, placing, working with and 

through volunteers 
3. Participation in orientation and trainin& of 

volunteers 
4. Unit staff meetinas, volunteer meetinp, 

joint staff /volunteer meetings 
5. Recordin1 and reportin& quantity, qualit), 

impact 

Executive 

A. Support recruitment through public 
statements, COIJlmunity activities 

ll. Offer explicit encouracement-we!come 
trainees 

C. Monitor progress 
D. Informal observation 

E. Encourage staff cooperation 

F. Allocate support as needed 

VoluntHr Director 

A. Activate continuous targeted recruiting 
8. Develop skill bank and record bank of 

opportunities for volunteer assignments 
·c. Counsel new volunteers, refer to units 
D. Operate orientation, training events 
E. Record assignments, training 
F. Participate in program development 
G. Cooperate with other aeencies, educators to 

develop learning opportunities and joint 
proarammin& 

H. Operate feedback system throu1h meetinp, 
roundtables, evaluations 

I. Represent volunteerism-to executive, staff, 
consumers, volunteers, volunteer resource 
aroups, public 

J. Arran1e for mobility and pro1rnsion of 
volunteers; reco1nition of volunteers, staff 

K. Work with community volunteer administrators, 
professional 1roups, volunteer centers, civic 
and consumer 1roups 

Line Staff and Supervisors 

A. Interview, place volunteers 
B. Refer taraet group members IS volunteers 
C. Recruit volunteers from own professional 

groups, membership oraanizations 
D. Operate on-the-job training for volunteers, 

provide counseling or supervision in groups 
as well IS to individuals 

E. Review impact and extent of volunteer 
participation in unit 

F. Provide regular reports of service, changes, 
new needs, training requests, program 
recommendations 

G. Participate in recognition process-selection, 
awards, promotion to greater responsibilities, 
etc. 

H. Provide feedback from experience for future 
plannin&, public education, citizen recruitment 

Phae llf-EYaluation/Future Planninc 

Executive 

A. Evaluate actual performance of the volunteer 
development system against tarceted eoals 
and objectives 

8. Assess overall effect of volunteer on agency's 
ability to respond to needs 

C. Assess overall cost/benefit of volunteer 
development system 

D. Assess long-range effects of volunteer 
development system on agency consumers, 
community 

E. Provide for volunteer perspective input in new 
program development cycle 

F. Maka recommendations for future priorities 
for volunteer de11elopment system 

G. Recoanize the status of Volunteer Director as 
member of top administrative team and 
volunteers as essential to agency services 

Volunteer Director 

A. Collate and record volunteer service and 
trainine 

B. Assess referrals, dropouts, special 
accomplishments, services; consumer, 
volunteer, and community reactions 

C. Assess the capacity of volunteers to provide 
services and accept responsibilities through 
staff, consumer, and community reactions; 
honors; offices held; etc. 

D. Assess effects of volunteer development 
system on community understanding 

E. Measure impact of .volunteer effort on program 
operations/delivery .. of services 

F. Summarize and make recommendations from 
data gathered for future priorities for 
volunteer development system 

G. Adjust recruitin&, referral and training plans 
in tune with new priorities 

H. Insure volunteer perspective in future program 
development efforts 

Line Staff and Supervisors 

A. Evaluate impact of volunteer effort on: 
Staff 
Tar1et eroup (consumers) 
Volunteers 

8. Assess performance of executive and Volunteer 
Director in the volunteer development system 

C. Summarize and make recommendations of 
program effectiveness from staff reports, 
target group responses, volunteer assessment 

D. Submit plans for supervision patterns and 
on-the-job training 

E. Submit future requests for volunteers, 
suggest sources 



UNIT Ill 

THE MOTIVATION TO VOLUNTEER 

Objective 

To learn what motivates people to volunteer and how volunteerism can 

help in career planning and preparation. 

Motivation--Background 

A considerable amount of thought and study has been devoted to the 

subject of motivation at work. In order to understand what it is that encour

ages volunteers to work, a review of current knowledge about motivation and 

paid employment is appropriate. It is believed that much of the explanation 

about motivation for the volunteer is similar. 

There are three very generally accepted theories about worker motiva

tion. McClelland and Atkins (Wilson, 1981) suggest- three motives underlying 

work-related behavior: the need for achievement, the need for power, and 

the need for affiliation. Most persons probably have all three motives, but 

tend to display one of them predominantly. Therefore, it is reasoned, the 

more completely any individual's needs are met, the more motivated that 

person is to perform his/her work. The need for achievement is met by 

success in a situation which requires excellent or improved performance; the 

need for power is met by having impact or influence on others; and the need 

for affiliation is met by being with someone else and enjoying mutual friend

ship. 

Frederick Herzberg, organizational psychologist, has developed a some

what different approach to the subject. He states there are two categories 

that affect people and how they perform; namely, the "hygiene factors" and 
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the "motivational factors" ( 1968). The hygiene factors include work conditions, 

status, security, pay, administration, work space and policies. Herzberg points 

out that the presence of these factors will not cause people to work harder, 

but the absence of them will demotivate workers. The motivational factors; 

namely, challenging work, increased responsibility, opportunities for growth 

and development, achievement, and recognition are important ones in the work-

place. It is assumed they are also important for volunteer work. 

Abraham Maslow (Wilson, 1981) developed what he called the Hierarchy of 

Human Needs, and it is the basis for the third explanation of worker moti-

vation. Maslow believed that human needs include the physiological (food, 

water, air, sex, etc.), safety (security), social (affiliation with others), 

esteem (recognition), and self actualization (life's peak achievement). The 

lowest level of unsatisfied need is generally dominant in any given person's 

existence. Higher-level needs normally become operant when lower-level 

needs are essentially satisfied. Maslow illustrated his Hierarchy of Needs in 

the following figure: 

Physiological
Safety
Social-

Esteem-

Esteem 

Social 

Safety 
Physiological 

The basic physical needs for food, water, etc. 
To be safe from harm and to have security. 
The need for affiliation or closeness with others, to 
be liked. 
The need to be recognized as a person of value, to 
be rewarded. 

Self Actualization- The highest need, which Maslow called life"s 
peak experience, "what a person can be, he/she must be. 11 



Volunteer Motivation 

It appears that people are motivated to volunteer by the degree to which 

certain needs are met, and among these needs are those emphasized by Mas-

low, Herzberg, and McClelland and Atkinson. In the case of the volunteer, 

however, there is no 11 hygiene 11 factor of pay. What causes one to volunteer 

then? In the 1981 Gallup Poll Survey, the most popular response to the 

question 11 Why do you volunteer? 11 was 11 ln order to help someone." Helping 

someone does not emerge as a need in any of our motivational theories, unless 

it is contained in the Maslow concept of self actualization. 
T 

; The need to help others may be the underlying motive, but not "enough" 
\, 

to keep the volunteer enthused with the volunteer activity:)\ For example, 

1 Mrs. A decides to volunteer at the Red Cross because she wants to do some-

thing to assist other people. Mer options at the Red Cross might very easily 

include emergency hot line counseling, collating newsletters for mailing, or 

developing a new statistical reporting system for plood collections. Each of 

these activities could satisfy her need to be helpful to others, but she might 

be miserable in one of them and perfectly delighted in another. It seems 

then that some additional needs must be met in her volunteer activity if she 

is to be a happy and motivated volunteer. Let us assume that most people 

volunteer because they are motivated to some degree at least by an altruistic 

concept of brotherhood and helping others. (we can also assume (indeed most 

of us have had the experience to support it) that" it is easy to become disen

chanted if the volunteer work is uninteresting.) And what is uninteresting to 

one volunteer may be quite attractive to another. The question then becomes: 

how does the volunteer, or the professional hiring the volunteer, locate the 

most appropriate activity for that individual? Probably what we are doing as 

volunteers is assisting others even as we meet our own needs. This occurs 
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across the spectrum of human activity, but may be more evident in volunteer 

activity as we define it in our society. So by meeting our own needs, we 

assist others, or vice versa. '1 

If volunteers can describe their "needs" for volunteering, they can be 

placed in activities which meet them, and therefore which make them motivated 

volunteers. If the program for the volunteer is well constructed and the 

volunteer is placed in a job suited to his/her needs, the chances of keeping 

the person highly motivated are greatly enhanced. In other words, all the 

preparations mentioned in Unit 11 of this module need to be done and in place. 

If that occurs, and if the volunteer is placed according to his/her needs as 

described in this unit, all should go well. 

Career Planning and Preparation 

Referring to the Gallup Poll results discussed earlier, you will recall that 

one of the reasons respondents offered for volunteer activity was to look into 

the related area of work as a career possibility. While that is not the case 

with students who have already made career choices, volunteer activity is 

sometimes a way they can enhance career opportunities: that is, a young 

person who is preparing for employment and a career in a given field is likely 

to get "a jump on" other applicants by recording volunteer work on his/her 

resume. Medical schools giving extra attention to applicants who have volun-

teered in the emergency rooms of hospitals, and thus have some practical 

experience, is an example. 

Suggested Activity 

1. Use handout from Lambert on "Emerging Theories" for dis
cussion to integrate the various theories of motivation. 



EMERGING THEORIES OF MOTIVATION 

To summarize what currently is believed regarding volunteer ;notivation, 

the following statements made by Lambert, are appropriate: 

1. People behave to satisfy personal needs. Motivation is behavior 
directed to the satisfaction of personal needs. 

2. People contribute more, perform better in their work when they 
feel their work is worthy and they have personal worth (esteem}. 

3. People work better to achieve the shared goal of a group in 
which they have membership (affiliation, belonging}. 

4. Human needs exist in a hierarchy of "prepotency 11 in which the 
lowest level of unsatisfied need is generally dominant. Higher
level needs normally become operant when lower-level needs are 
essentially satisfied (physiological, safety /security, belonging, 
esteem, self actualization}. 

5. Needs that people satisfy in the work situation consist of: 

a. Motivational satisfactions: Those feelings associated 
with personal fulfillment in work (achievement, 
recognition, responsibility, advancement, work 
itself and growth, and merit pay}.· 

b. Hygiene satisfactions: Those feelings associated 
with security and belonging in the work environ
ment (policy and administration, relationships with 
supervisors, peers and subordinates, working con
ditions, the fairness and sureness of salary and 
benefits, work direction, status, etc.}. 

6. Needs and behavior of people are a product of their life history, 
personal growth and the situation in which they find themselves 
at the moment. 

7. For people to behave according to a performance standard, they 
must know the standard and accept it into their value system. 

From: T. F. Lambert 
United Way of America 
N AV Training Session, 1976 
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UNIT IV 

THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF VOLUNTEERING 

Objective 

To learn the economic value of the contribution made by volunteers to an 

organization, as well as to the community and nation. 

The Problem and Its Answer 

There is a tendency for employees in an organization to think of volun

teers as engaged in the somewhat superficial, non-critical elements of the 

organization. Some people take volunteers for granted. Some resent the con

tinually changing aspects of a volunteer program. As a result, employees 

often look upon volunteering as a big problem or nuisance, and they miss the 

gains that come from developing an effective voluntary program. Besides the 

direct practical ways by which volunteers help an organization, there are 

many other benefits. 

Employees need to learn and appreciate the high economic contribution 

that volunteers provide. There are many situations where the use of volun

teers represents one of the main reasons for an organization's very survival. 

In other situations, such as a hospital, heavy use of volunteers curtails costs 

that would skyrocket even rnore without their "free" work. Just how to de

termine this economic contribution, however, is difficult. 

The kind of volunteers who must be counted in determining what volun

teer activity is "worth" economically, are those who provide non-compensated 

services with a market counterpart, performed outside the immediate family. 

The researcher must estimate the total number of volunteer hours per week 

that are contributed across America, calculate their commercial (market) 
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value, and estimate the gross value of hours worked. This calculation would 

include all volunteers with organized or unorganized status in "such activities 

as fund-raising and union activities, including picketing, political activity, 

teaching Sunday School ••• and any other activities which require expenditure 

of time and effort for the benefit of a third party not of the immediate family" 

(Wolozin, 1976). 

The economic value of all the volunteering that goes on in a given year 

is then indicated in Gross National Product (GNP) terms. The GNP repre

sents the market value of all goods and services produced for sale in the 

country during a given year, and indicates the final sale amount, only to 

avoid duplication. Thus the total number of people volunteering, their aver

age hours worked in a survey week multiplied by 52 weeks, and their esti

mated pay based upon the kind of work they do, are all elements in the 

formula leading to a gross national volunteer product figure. 

Wolozin, an economist with the National Information Center on Volunteer

ism, calculated that for 1974 the organized part of volunteer activity alone 

added up to seven billion hours, a contribution worth about $34 billion. This 

figure for organized activity alone would represent 5% of total wages or 6% of 

the GNP. Since research studies have shown that there are as many un

organized volunteers as there are organized ones, it can be estimated that 

approximately 12% of the total goods and services produced each year in the 

nation as measured by dollar value, is presumably the result of this "not so 

significant" volunteer activity. At a post-1980 GNP level of well over a tril

lion dollars, this assumes that more than $300 billion dollars is contributed to 

the nation's productivity by volunteers, a truly "mind-boggling" contribution. 

Employees need to appreciate the direct economic value made by volun

teers to their organization, completely apart frorn all the other satisfying 



values that cause volunteers to be involved. Mutual appreciation of the roles 

of both the paid employee group and the non-paid volunteers is a critical 

element in the effective functioning of the organization. 

Suggested Activity 

1. Use the Individual Work Profile as a tool for discussion. The 
student may keep it but report the information, or it can be 
collected after discussion to permit the instructor to prepare 
an aggregate report. 
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INDIVIDUAL WORK PROFILE: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR THE MONTH OF 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The purpose of this survey is to get some idea of the amount of time 

people spend in volunteer work outside the immediate family as compared to 

paid work. We also want to estimate the dollar value of paid work as com

pared to unpaid work which people perform. Do not put your name on this 

form. The data will be used for summaries of a whole group, and perhaps 

your own reflection. 

Work Period Under Study: Please complete this questionnaire giving 

information about your work experience during the latest calendar month. 

State 11 none 11 in those cases when you have not worked during that period. 

Personal Information: 

Sex: Male --
Female 

Age: Under 20 

20 - 24 

25 - 29 

30 - 34 

--

35 Or Older 

I. Paid Work: Fill out the table below for each job you held during 
the survey month. 

Job Title and/or Description Average Hours Hourly Total Pay Per Week = 
Worked/Week Pay In $ Hours X Hourly Pay 

#1 

#2 

#3 
-

Total Weekly Hours Total Weekly Earnings $ --



# l 

# 2 

# 3 

41 
II. Organized (Unpaid) Volunteer Work: This would include volunteering 

Job Title and/or 
Description 

Total Weekly Hours 

Average Hours 
Worked/Week 

for an agency. Estimate the market 
value if you had to pay someone to 
do this work. 

Estimated Total 
Market Value Weekly Value = 
Hourly Rate Hours X Hourly Rate 

-- Total Value Weekly Unpaid Work $ ---
Briefly describe who benefits from this work: 

III. Unorganized (Unpaid) Volunteer Work: This would include work for 
neighbors or friends which is 
not organized by some agency. 

Description of Activities Average Hours Estimated Total 
Worked/Week Market Value Weekly Value = 

Hourly Rate Hours X Hourly Rate 

Total Weekly Hours -- Total Value Weekly Unpaid Work $ ___ _ 

Briefly describe who benefits from this work: 
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IV. Summary Table Work Profile: Transfer totals to the table below: 

Number of Hours Total Market 
Type of Work Worked Per Week Value In $ 

Paid Market Work 

Organized Volunteer Work 

UnorQanized Volunteer Work 

TOTALS 

Any Comnents? 

Developed by National Information Center on Volunteerism through a W. K. 
Kellogg Foundation Project, Community Leadership and Partjcjpatjon Through 
the Educational System: U njt V. 
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APPENDIX A 

PIEPAIEI FIB POLICY MAKERS 

The President's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives 
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46 VOLUNTEERS: A VALUABLE RESOURCE 

VILUITEElllll: 
THE POLICY MAKER'S RILE 

V olunteering in the United 
States is alive, healthy, and 
growing. Like the democracy 

it helped to give us, though, volun-
teering must be actively preserved 
and protected. It doesn't just 
happen. 

Volunteering grows out of the 
leadership of creative, committed 
people who believe that it is possi
ble to solve problems in ways that 
help people in need become inde
pendent and self-sufficient. 

Much of this leadership comes 
from individual volunteer leaders 
and from rhose organizarions at the 
local, state, and national levels 
which seek to promote more effec
tive volunreer involvement. 

But there is also an imponant 
role to be played by elected officials 
and those in key decision-making 
and resource-allocation roles in 
both the private and the public 
sectors. 

Elected officials can help increase 
public awareness of the importance 
of volunteering. 

• President Ronald Reagan has 
chosen to do so through sponsor
ship of The President's Vol un
teer Action Awards Program. 

• Governor James Hunt of Nonh 
Carolina spends an hour a week 
tutoring at a Raleigh high school. 

• In 12 states, governors give 
awards to outstanding volun
teers, as do innumerable r,1ayors. 

• Many members of Congress help 
call attention to volunteers 
through their newsletters, 
speeches, and insertions in the 
Congressional Record. 

• Most importantly, public officials 
can help give legitimacy to the 
idea that it is the right and re
sponsibility of citizens to partici
pate fully in the lives of their 
communities. 

Public officials can recognize that 
volunteering is a legitimate area of 
public policy discussion. 

• Government can both remove 
impediments and create incen
tives for people to get involved. 

• Congress is currently considering 
legislation to increase the tax 
deduction for mileage expenses 
incurred by volunteers to a level 
equal to that given paid workers. 

• Bills have been introduced to 
remove the blanket restriction on 
volunteer involvement in federal 
agencies. 

• Issues for furthl!r ~onsideration 
include state regulations that re-

strict the volunteer involvement 
of those drawing unemployment 
benefits, and the need to alleviate 
possible liability problems for 
volunteers. 

Public officials can understand the 
role government has played in sup· 
porting volunteering and the struc
tures through which people volun
teer. 

• The allocation of public re
sources in support of programs 
that maximize volunteer involve
ment-for example, hospices 
or neighborhood associations
can stimulate people to volunteer. 

• Government has funded demon
stration and pilot programs, 
assisted in the replication of suc
cessful programs, and supported 
technical assistance and training 
programs. 

• Government has also been a 
heavy user of volunteers
through the stipended full-time 
and part-time programs at 
ACTION and the Peace Corps, 
i.n the National Park Service, in 
veterans' programs, in counseling 
small businesses, and in the 
Depanment of Agriculture. 

• Many states, counties, and cities 
have established publicly sup
ported offices of volunteer 
services. 

"The volunteer spirit is still alive and well in America." 

PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN 



Public officials can accept responsi· 
bility for helping to maintain and 
protect the independence of volun· 
tary organizations. 

• Through legislation and regula
tion. public officials set the pat· 
tern for the behavior of govern
ment agencies. 

• Volunteering could not survive in 
a hostile public environment in 
which the desire for dominance 
by government overwhelmed the 
urges of people to help them
selves and others in the ways they 
choose. 

• If the involvement of Americans 
as volunteers insures the survival 
of our democratic institutions, 
then those institutions must act to 
preserve the opportunity and 
ability of citizens to volunteer. 

T he following is intended as 
a supplement to your 
knowledge of the world of 

volunteering. Included are ques
tions and answers, a fact sheet, quo
tations about volunteering from 
American leaders, suggested re
marks. and acknowledgments. 

The publication was produced by 
the Committee on Marshalling Hu
man Resources of The President's 
Task Force on Private Sector Initia
tives, assisted by an advisory group 
comprised of representatives from 
volunteer organizations, business, 
and organized labor. 

c.~1i:~v~~ 
Chainnan 
The President's Task Force on 
Private Sector Initiatives 
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Frank Pace, Jr. 
Chairman 
The Committee on Marshalling 
Human Resources 
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THE WORLD IF VILUllTEERllll: 
IUESTllllS AllD AllSWERS 

Why are volunteers Important In 
the life of a community? 

• Volunteers are a cost-effective 
supplement to paid helpers, en· 
abling both public and private 
sector agencies and organizations 
to reach more people with better 
services at less cost and allowing 
more paid helpers to better focus 
their professional skills and 
energies. 

• Although not "free," in that they 
require appropriate management 
and support structures, volunteer 
programs provide services valued 
at many times the dollars in
vested. 

• Volunteers are an important way 
of humanizing services, reducing 
bureaucratic obstacles between 
consumers and the help they 
need. 

• Through their volunteer involve
ment, citizens learn more about 
community needs and resources, 
and serve as communications 
links to •. ."1e entire community. 

• Volunteering enables citizens to 
meet their own needs and to cre
ate those self-help and mutual 
aid efforts that are most appro· 
priate and useful. 

• The sheer number of volunteers 
is staggering. According to the 
most recent Gallup study, over 
80 million Americans volun-

teered between March 1980 and 
March 1981. 

How has volunteering changed In 
recent years? 

• More Americans than ever be
fore are volunteering in self-help 
and mutual assistance etf orts. 

• Volunteering increasingly is an 
activity involving those at either 
end of the age spectrum. 

• Volunteering is being seen as an 
integral part of a person's life
long work experience, integra
ting unpaid work with paid work. 

• Volunteerism is increasingly be
ing used as a vehicle for main
streaming into society those in
dividuals who had formerly been 
perceived as recipients of service. 

• There has grown up around vol
unteering a whole army of orga
nizations, scholars, trainers, con
sultants, and individual leaders. 
Volunteer service administration 
is now recognized as a true pro
fession with ethics and standards. 

What Is volunteering? 

Volunteering is the voluntary giving 
of time and talents to deliver serv
ices or perform tasks with no direct 
financial compensation expected. 
Volunteering includes the partici
pation of citizens in the direct de
livery of service to others; citizen 
action groups; advocacy for causes, 
groups, or individuals; participation 

"And so, my fellow Americans, 

in the governance of both private 
and public agencies; self-help and 
mutual aid endeavors; and a broad 
range of informal helping activities. 

Are voluntarism and volunteerl1m 
the same thing? 

Not exactly. When people talk 
about voluntarism, they may or 
may not be talking about volun
teers, because not all voluntary 
organizations work with volunteers. 
However, the word "volunteerism," 
now found in dictionaries, refers 
solely to volunteering. 

Why do people volunteer? 

• People volunteer out of a wide 
range of complex motives. They 
feel a need to give as well as to 
receive. And it is the balance be
tween selflessness and selfishness 
that is essential to sustain the in
terest of volunteers. 

• People volunteer because they 
see a need and try to fill it-a 
need for schools, for libraries, for 
food and clothing, for health and 
medical services, for beauty and 
culture. 

• People volunteer to satisfy a uni
versal human need for compan
ionship. The satisfaction of 
working with others on a com
mon goal, and the sense of be
longing that such involvement 
brings, are central to the volun
teer experience. 

ask not what your country can do for you; 
ask what you can do for your country." 

PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 



• People volunteer because they 
want to help make a change in 
some aspect of life-a political 
change, a personal change, a 
social change, an environmental 
change. Or, people volunteer be
cause they want to preserve what 
already exists, and to maintain 
control over their own environ. 
men ts. 

• People volunteer because volun
teering provides an educational 
experience available nowhere 
else. 

What does the volunteer get 
from the experience? 

Besides companionship, volunteers 
frequently report that they acquire 
information and skills, a break from 
the routines of paid work, and a 
sense of responsibility, of being a 
contributing member of a com
munity. 

Who is a volunteer? 

Almost everyone is a volunteer at 
s0me time in his or her life. Volun
teers come from every segment of 
society, and may include: 

• The retired newspaper editor who 
teaches swimming to the handi
capped. 

• The business executive who 
serves on the board of directors 
of a local nonprofit. 

• The family that participates in 
their neighborhood crime watch. 
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• The housewife who works at her 
polling place on election day. 

• The citizen who circulates a peti
tion aimed at getting the city to 
put "no parking" signs on resi
dential streets. 

• The usher at church or syna
gogue. 

• The teenager who runs in a mara: 
thon to benefit medical research. 

Do older Americans volunteer? 

Yes, they do. A 1981 survey con
ducted by the American Association 
of Retired Persons showed that 30 
percent of Americans over SS were 
serving as volunteers. Of those not 
volunteering, 20 percent said they 
were interested in doing so. In broad 
terms, there are nearly 2S million 
potential older volunteers, but at 
present older Americans volunteer 
in numbers far less than those of 
other age groups. 

Why don't more older Americans 
volunteer? 

Mostly because no one asks them. 
This may be in part because of mis
taken perceptions about aging. It 
may also be because older Ameri
cans frequently live on limited in
comes, have reduced access to trans
portation, and are sometimes reluc
tant to leave their homes. However, 
today's generation of older Ameri
cans is the largest, best-educated, 
most physically able, and longest-

lived older population ever known 
and thus, if they can be reached 
and encouraged, a potential source 
of more volunteers. 

Do young people volunteer? 

Yes. The 1981 Gallup survey indi
cates that last year 7. 7 million 
young people aged 14-17, or S 3 
percent, volunteered. 

What kinds of volunteer jobs do 
young people do well? 

When they are treated seriously as 
responsible people, and are given 
appropriate training and supervi
sion, young people can do many of 
the volunteer jobs that adults can 
do. 

Why is it Important to challenge 
young people to volunteer? 

Volunteering gives young people 
meaningful work experience and 
smoothes the transition from youth 
to adulthood. Volunteering pro
vides: 

• The opportunity to explore ca
reer options. 

• The opportunity to reinforce and 
apply the basic skills acquired in 
academic work, and to gain an 
understanding of effective work 
habits. 

• The opportunity to make deci
sions. 

• The opportunity to interact with 
adults. 
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• The opportunity to serve the 
community and thereby contrib
ute to the welfare of others. 

• The opportunity to test values. 

Volunteering provides a means 
through which young people can 
explore. question, and decide what 
it is they wish to be. As a training 
experience in citizenship, youth 
volunteering becomes a vital in
vestment in our nation's future. 

How do neighborhood groups fit 
into volunteering? 

The biggest growth in recent years 
within the volunteer community has 
been in the area of neighborhood 
organizations. Such efforts include 
locil! crime prevention, clean-up 
campaigns, child-care services, and 
h0using and street repair. Neighbor
tc.~J-1:-ased volunteering by its 
r.ature ca1·1 be flexible and quickly 
responsive to needs that arise. Ad 
hoc gn:,ups can form to deal with 
:i sp(·:ci!ic problem and disperse 
when that ;>reject is completed. Self
help and advocacy groups frequent
ly operate on the neighborhood 
ievel, as do community partner
ships, which combine private and 
public resources. 

Are there volunteers In 
government? 

Yes, there are volunteers at all lev
els of government-local, state, 
and national. While no figures exist 
on tJle exact number of volunteers 

involved in Federal agencies. the 
involvement is extensive in those 
agencies permitted by law to work 
with volunteers. Such agencies in
clude the Department of Agricul
ture, ACTION, the National Park 
Service, the Small Business Admin
istration, the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission, and the Vet
erans Administration. At the local 
and state levels, people volunteer 
through extension services. 

Do people who have paid jobs 
volunteer? 

Yes. A 1981 Gallup survery shows 
that in fact 55 percent of full-time 
employed people, both men ard 
women, are volunteers. 

But Isn't It true that because more 
WOillen are working at paid jobs, 
they are no longer volunteering? 

Apparently not. All evidence sug
gests that working women continue 
to volunteer. As the role of women 
has changed, however, so have their 
requirements for their volunteer 
work. More flexibility in sched
uling. assignments closer to home, 
and volunteer activities which 
mothers can share with their chil
dren are among the options which 
allow volunteering to continue to 
be attractive to women. 

Is It true that Individuals can 
receive credit on resumes tor 
volunteer work? 

Yes, increasingly employers recog
nize the valuable experience that 

volunteer work represents. Largely 
through the work of a single vol
unteer. Ruth March of Los Angeles. 
a growing list of employers in both 
the private and public sector recog
nize such experience when consider
ing job applicants. Using and ex
tending the concept and basic I 
CAN materials developed by the 
Council of National Organizations 
for Adult Education ( CNO), a 
coalition of national voluntary 
organizations, working under the 
leadership of the American Red 
Cross, has created a special training 
program to help volunteers identify 
the skills they have gained. Some 
colleges are giving academic credit 
for documented learning from vol
unteer experience as well. 

How can volunteering In the 
workplace be encouraged? 

In many ways. In fact, both business 
and organized labor have made 
si~nificant efforts to increase volun
teer opportunities for their workers. 

How has business done this? 

More and more corporations, both 
large multinationals and small local 
businesses, have sought ways to en- ' 
courage and facilitate the involve
ment of their employees in volun
reer community service activities. 
Some 400 corporations have formal 
volunteer programs which: 

• Make information about comn u
nity volunteer opportunities 



available to employees via in
house publications, bulletin 
board notices, Hyers, and clear
inghouses within the company 
which match individual em
ployees with community volun
teer jobs. 

• Allow nonprofit groups to recruit 
employees on company premises, 
as at volunteer fairs. 

• Grant forms of released time to 
employees who wish to volun
teer during regular working 
hours. 

• Give recognition to employees 
who volunteer. 

How has organized labor 
done this? 

Organized labor has encouraged its 
members to volunteer through its 
community service programs, which 
include a wide range of human and 
social service activities, as well as 
fundraising. Specifically, the AFL
CIO: 

• Presents the George Meany 
Scouting Award. 

• Documents volunteer activity 
through union newspapers, pam
phlets, and other publications. 

• Provides one-third of the blood 
contributed to the American Red 
Cross in the United States annu
ally. 
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• Is an active participant and con
tributor to the volunteering and 
fundraising activities of major 
voluntary organizations and pub
lic broadcasting. 

• Provides over 300 full-time com
munity service staff in 196 com
munities, all of whom work with 
volunteers and stimulate volun
teer activities. 

• Volunteer activities take place 
through local central labor coun
cils and individual local unions. 

Clearly, volunteers have a role In 
both the private and public 
sectors. How, then, are they 
actually Integrated Into formal 
work settings? 

• In many formal settings, volun
teer staffs are headed by a volun
teer coordinator, a director of 
volunteers, or a volunteer admin
istrator. This position may be 
full-time or pan-time, paid or 
unpaid, but in most cases will in
clude recruiting, placing, train
ing, supervising, and evaluating 
volunteers, and planning volun
teer activity, for any organiza
tions in which volunteers 
participate. 

• Both volunteers and paid staff 
are important; however, prob
lems arise between them when 
their respective roles arc not 
clearly defined. 

• In volunteer organizations, "pro
fessional" usually refers to paid 
staff. The distinction is made on 
the basis of remuneration, not nf 
skill or competence. Misuse of 
the term adds strain to the rela
tionship between paid staff and 
volunteers, because many volun
teers are, both by occupation and 
by the kinds of volunteer work 
they do, professional in both their 
skills and their commitment. An 
attempt to substitute the term 
"paid staff" for "professional" 
would represent a step toward 
easing what is often an ambigu
ous relationship. 

la volunteering free? 

Not completely. Except in the most 
informal ad hoc situations, the 
volunteering requires some financial 
backing ranging from small out-of. 
pocket expenses to formal manage
ment and support structures. 
Nevertheless the dollars spent to 
suppon volunteering are returned 
many times over-volunteers con
tribute over $64 billion in service to 
our economy a year! 

Are volunteers the answer to all of 
America's social problems? 

No. While it's important to recog
nize the role volunteers can play in 
problem solving-a role which has 
often been underestimated-it is 
also necessary to avoid unrealistic 
expectations. 
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no VILUITEERS? 
A STATISTICAL SURVEY 

Fact Sheet 
VILUHTEERIHG IH AMERICA 
1. HOW MANY VOLUNTEERS ARE THERE? 

According to a 1981 survey by the Gallup Organization, approximately 84 million Americans ( 52 % 
of the adult population) typicaly donate some part of their time as volunteers. Of this 84 million, about 
55 miUion (31 % ) donate more than 100 hours of their time during the year. A similar percentage of 
volunteer participation is found among American teenagers. 

The total amount of volunteer time in 1981 is estimated to be about 8.4 billion hours, with an 
estimated value of over $64 billion. 

2. WHAT KINDS OF PEOPLE VOLUNTEER? 
Almost everyone. Volunteers clearly come from all areas of society; the volunteer population 

contains diverse people from all areas, ages, races, and income levels. The demographic picture of 
American volunteers is as follows: 

"It is important to test public officials and candidates 
about their understanding ofvolunteerism. 

Those who don't understand the historic and other 
values of volunteering are not adequately equipped 

to serve in public office." 

SENATOR nAvF DrrRF.NRF.Rr.FR 
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Demographic Analysis of Type of Volunteer• 

Not N....._ Not Namber 
Volaa- Volaa- of Vol-. Volaa- of 

teer teer Toe.I later- teer teer Tobi Inter· 
Percent Peraat Perceat ... Perceat Percent Percent ... .,. 

Sex Education 
Male 47 53 100 (808) College 1S 2S 100 (284) 
Female S6 44 100 (793) Some College 65 35 100 (363) 

Age 
High School 

Graduate S4 46 100 (531) 14-17 53 47 100 (1S2) Some High School 31 69 100 (243) 
18-24 S4 46 100 (205) 
25-44 S9 41 100 (633) Grade School 26 74 100 (176) 

45-54 SS 45 100 (244) 
55-64 45 SS 100 (237) Child Under 18 in 
65 and Older 37 63 100 (276) House 

Race Yes 51 43 100 (716) 

White S4 46 100 (1406) No 48 52 100 (873) 
Non-White 41 59 100 (19S) 

Marital Status Region 

Married 53 47 100 (1081) East Sl 49 100 (448) 

Single 58 42 100 (263) Midwest S4 46 100 (446) 

Widowed/Divorced/ South 48 S2 100 (430) 
Separated 42 S8 100 (257) West 57 43 100 (277) 

Employment Status 
City Size Total Employed 57 43 100 (927) 

Employed Metropolitan 46 S4 100 (483) 
Full-Time SS 4S 100 (7S3) Suburb SS 4S 100 (607) 

Employed Non-SMSA SS 4S 100 (Sll) 
Part-Time 65 35 100 (174) 

Not Employed 45 SS 100 (651) Religion 

Annual Household Protestant so so 100 (927) 
Income Catholic S2 48 100 (450) 

Under $4,000 40 60 100 (91) Jewish 64 36 100 (36) 
$4,000-$6,999 36 64 100 (186) 
$7,000-$9,999 35 65 100 (104) Household Size 
SI0.000-$14,999 46 54 100 (278) One 41 59 100 (189) 
s 15,000-$19,999 S3 47 100 (222) Two 47 SJ 100 (485) 
$20,000 and Over 63 37 100 (711) Three 55 45 100 (330) 
$40,000 and Over 62 38 100 (155) Four and Over S9 41 100 (580) 

•All demographics except age are based on adult sample only. 
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3. IN WHAT AREAS DO PEOPLE VOLUNTEER? 

Volunteers are active in all areas of community life. Because many people volunteer in more than 
one area at a time, the following breakdown of volunteer participation adds up to more than 100 percent: 

Of all Americans: 

23 percent volunteer in Informal Ways or Alone 
19 percent volunteer in Religion 
12 percent volunteer in Health 
12 percent volunteer in Education 
7 percent volunteer in Recreation 
6 percent volunteer in Citizenship 
6 percent volunteer in Community Action 
6 percent volunteer in Work-Related Areas 
6 percent volunteer in Politics 
6 percent volunteer in General Fund Raising 
5 percent volunteer in Social Welfare 
3 percent volunteer in Arts/ Culture 
J percent volunteer in Justice 

Source: Americans Volunteer 1981, a survey conducted by 
the Gallup Organization, Inc. for Independent Sector, June 1981. 

For more information about the Gallup study, contact: 

Independent Sector 
1828 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

VOLUNTEER: National Center for Citizen Involvement 
1111 North 19th Street 
Suite 500 
Arlington, VA 22209 



Student Reading 
APPENDIX B 

THE VOLUNTEER MOVEMENT 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
Bernard M. Kape11 5 

The volunteer in the United States is a citizen by birth or naturali
zation, or a noncitizen; young or old, or at some in-between age; male or 
female. In short, a volunteer is anyone who joins an organization or a 
cause without financial remuneration for services rendered because he or 
she believes in it or chooses to become a member of that group. He thus 
extends the services of this group beyond that possible by the paid per
sonnel of the organization. In some instances there may not be paid per
sonnel; the organization 1 s leadership and its program may be conducted 
entirely by volunteers. 

A volunteer may possess a considerable degree of competence for the 
assignment he undertakes or may have little experience or skill. Regard
less of his competence, the essential factor is that he functions without 
financial remuneration. This does not mean that the volunteer works outside 
a 'reward system'--only that the reward is in a form other than money. For 
the volunteer the terms 'reward' and •money• are not synonymous. A study 
of the growth of the volunteer movement in this country is sufficient evi
dence of the meaningful and personal satisfactions the volunteer achieves 
through service. 

It has been estimated that more than ten thousand national, regional, 
state, and local voluntary health and health-related agencies now exist 
in the country. Educated guesses have been made that over 51 million vol
unteers are serving the estimated ten thousand agencies. Of this number 
about 30 percent are men and women gainfully employed who serve during 
their free time. Students, both male and female, make up about 10 percent 

5 
Reprinted with permission from Volunteer Administration Vol. 2, No.3 

Fall 1968, pp. 11-29. 
55 
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of the total. By and large women comprise the largest representation, 
with approximately 55 percent of their number in the category of house
wives. 

Many volunteers are concerned with church or church-related activity. 
This is a logical extension of the origins of the volunteer movement in 
the United States. William Penn (1644-1718) founder of Pennsylvania, is 
known to have appreciated the value of money, but he believed God gave 
men wealth to use rather than to hoard. His puritanical attitude re
flected his conscience. He believed that if the money wasted on extrava
gance were put to public use the wants of the poor would be well satis
fied. "The best recreation is to do good, 11 was one of his frequently 
heard pieces of advice. 

During the early years of our history Cotton Mather (1663-1728) stood 
above most men in the development of philanthropy. This grandson of two 
of the founders of Massachusetts was an early and outstanding exponent of 
voluntaryism. He proposed that men and women acting as individuals or as 
members of voluntary associations should engage in a "perpetual endeavor 
to do good in the world. 11 His own charitable gifts were generous enough 
to make him virtually a one-man relief and aid society. He promoted many 
charitable activities, among which were associations for helping needy 
clergymen and for building churches. Furthermore, he showed a sincere 
and perceptive concern for the poor by urging extreme care in the bestow
al of alms. He believed giving wisely was an obligation equal to giving 
generously. 

Cotton Mather's objectives were not new--but the proposed voluntary 
method was--and it was destined to characterize philanthropy in America 
even unto the present. 

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) of kite-flying fame was probably not 
aware of the Quaker influence on his character and career, but the evi
dence of his work bears witness to his close association with 'The Friends.' 
He has been quoted as saying that "Leisure is time for doing something use-



ful. 11 In keeping with his own advice he used his leisure to advance his 
own knowledge, and he worked just as earnestly for social improvement 
within the community. 

At the age of 42 Franklin retired from active work in the business 
field and devoted his intelligence, his ingenuity, and his talents to 
service for the common good. He was instrumental in the fonnation of a 
club, 11 The Junto, 11 dedicated to the mutual improvement of its members; 
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out of this grew the first library, started in 1731 by the club. His 
contributions to better community living are exemplified by the diversity 
of his activities and service, all of which resulted in improved patterns 
of community living: he founded a volunteer fire company; developed systems 
for paving, cleaning and lighting the streets of Philadelphia; sponsored 
a plan for policing the city; was instrumental in the establishment of the 
Pennsylvania Hospital and the Academy which later became the University of 

Pennsylvania; he founded the American Philosophical Society in 1743 for 
promoting research in the natural and social sciences; and because of his 
work and interest in establishing a postal system became known as the 
'father' of the U.S. Mail. 

Franklin suggested two major principles which were later recognized 
as good public policy and constructive philanthropy. He articulated the 
importance of preventing poverty, rather than relieving it; and he demon
strated that the principle of self-help so frequently prescribed for the 
individual man could be applied with equally beneficial results to society. 

Another Philadelphian, Benjamin Rush (1746-1813), soldier, teacher, 
statesman and writer, made his major contribution as a physician during 
the Yellow Fever epidemic in Philadelphia in 1793. His treatment of the 
disease is now known to have been ineffective, but without doubt his faith 
in his cure and the confidence he inspired were key factors in allaying 
the panic in the early stages of the epidemic. 

This emergency evoked a new type of community action. Mayor Matthew 
Clarkson and a small group of public spirited citizens remained in the 
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plague-ridden city while others were fleeing; they organized themselves 
into a 'voluntary committee' and gradually involved many other citizens. 
In this manner they provided extraordinary services to the stricken 
community. 

Stephen Girard was a hard-driving businessman who would not have made 
anyone's list as a likely candidate to become a leading volunteer. Born in 
France in 1750, he became a sailor and settled in Philadelphia about 1775. 
He was a self-made man whose gospel was work, Laissez-faire, and caveat 
emptor. Girard became a volunteer because he was impatient with the inter
ruption of business as a result of the Yellow Fever epidemic in Philadel
phia. He undertook to organize things so that business could go on as 
usual. The duty he assumed for a few days stretched into two months. 
With the dedicated help of Peter Helm, another volunteer, and a French 
doctor, Jean Deveze, a makeshift posthouse at Bush Hill was transformed 
into a well functioning hospital. They were not able to effect miraculous 
cures, but with care the staff turned Bush Hill into a haven of mercy for 
the sick and dying. 

Girard responded to specific needs rather than to general causes. 
Unlike Dr. Rush and others who had reformer impulses, Girard was not in
terested in preventing social disorder; nevertheless he was an example for 
acts of compassion and public usefulness. 

The name Alexis de Tocqueville is known to all of you. Permit me to 
quote him once again: 

Americans of all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions, 
constantly form associations .... ! have often admired the 
extreme skill with which the inhabitants of the United 
States succeed in proposing a common object to the exertions 
of a great many men and in inducing them voluntarily to 
pursue it .... As soon as several of the inhabitants of the 
United States have taken up an opinion or a feeling which 
they wish to promote in the world, they look out for mutual 
assistance; and as soon as they have found each other out, 
they combine. From that moment they are no longer isolated 
men, but a power seen from afar, whose actions serve for an 
example, and whose language is listened to. 

De Tocqueville was a twenty-five year old French lawyer when he 



came to this country in the Spring of 1831. Ostensibly, his nine-month 
journey through the United States was to gather material for a report on 
American prison systems; his real interest was deeper. In his own words, 
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he was interested in "all mechanisms of the vast American society which 
everyone talks of and nobody knows. 11 He proved himself a perceptive student 
aand recorded what he observed. He recognized that voluntaryism, and the 
role of the volunteer, was already an integral element in the cultural 
and sociological pattern of the United States. Future historians and 
sociologists validated his observation that democracy, by reducing bar
riers of class and privilege, generated and stimulated a feeling of com
passion for all of the human race. 

The earlier role for volunteers had been concerned mainly with alle
viating distress after it appeared. Eventually enlightened citizens re
cognized other social needs and worked to improve conditions which caused 
illness and dependency. The story merits telling, but the list of out
standing men and women is too long to detail here. Several names deserve 
brief mention. 

Joseph Tuckerman (1778-1840) of Boston, and John Griscom (1774-1840) 
of New York, were two influential reformers who did not fear that helping 
the poor would inevitably pauperize them. They supported many reform move
ments and helped initiate a new series of important conceptual additions 
to our cultural pattern: the spread of savings banks, life insurance, and 
benefit societies among the poor. 

Robert M. Hartley (1796-1881) was concerned with the material needs 
of the poor. In 1843 he founded the New York Association for the Poor, 
and he directed its activities for the next thirty years. During this 
time he staunchly supported advances in the fields of housing, sanitation, 
and child welfare. 

Dorothea Dix (1802-1887) was a trained teacher who became involved in 
improving conditions in insane asylums. For four decades this New England 
spinster maneuvered and cajoled public leaders and politicians, as well as 
the general public, into greater efforts to alleviate the shocking condi-
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tions under which the mentally ill lived. 

By the second decade of the 1800's the volunteer in the United States 
was ready to accept international responsibilities. Money was raised for the 
cause of Greek independence. In the autumn of 1830 a shipload of food was 
sent to the starving inhabitants of the Cape Verde Islands. Irish-Americans 
demonstrated their sympathy for the sufferers in the Irish famine of 1846-47, 
but the generous response of all Americans transcended ethnic and religious 
boundaries. These were but a few of many similar demonstrations of volun
teer compassion. 

Up to this point the voluntary movement was dominated by the male sex. 
As the country developed economically after the Civil War the role of 
American women underwent a subtle and steady change. Little is known 
about the lives of the majority of American women in the 1800's, and al
most nothing about those in the lower income groups. Poverty is a leveler 
of great force, and drabness is generally fairly uniform. Both are shroud
ed in a charitable cloak of anonymity. The customs and ideas of women of 
the middle and upper classes are better known because their patterns of 
living had greater visibility to those who could take note. With increas
ing prosperity and decreasing time demands for household duties, these 
women began to discover personal interests to absorb their developing lei
sure. Some gravitated into the business world; others found expression in 
serving the less fortunate. Inevitably the service role of the volunteer 
attracted increasing numbers of women. 

One of the pioneers in helping other members of her sex find ways to 
express themselves and to develop their individuality was Sara Josepha Hale 
(1788-1879). Her vehicle was the first big women's periodical, The Boston 
Ladies Magazine, and she was its first editor. Mrs. Hale was a feminist 
and a persistent and effective refonner. She insidiously fostered discon
tent with women's lot and encouraged them to enter the labor market at lower 
wages, in competition with men. Later, as editor of Godey's Ladies Book, 
she popularized labor saving devices in the home and encouraged her readers 
to engage in other worthwhile activities outside the home, with the released 
time. 



Other women may have taken more forthright action, but Mrs. Hale 
drove a wedge into the economic and cultural life of the American scene 
through which women marched thereafter in ever-increasing numbers. 
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Clara Barton (1821-1912) advanced the role of her sex and contributed a 
humanitarian and social concept to the ideals of many who followed her. This 
dedicated New Englander was a small woman--only a little over five feet in 
height--but she was a veritable tiger under her nurse's hood. She had a 
simple philosophy: "What is nobody's business is my business 11 --an effective 
guidepost for leadership in any public activity. 

At the age of fifty, following a chance meeting in Switzerland in 1870 
with officials of the International Committee of The Red Cross, she decided 
to found an American Red Cross Society which would respond to public disas
ters by giving voluntary help to victims of misfortune beyond their control. 
Her goal was to systematize and centralize relief activities in public emer
gencies so that the unhappy victims could be helped to return to normal lives. 
Clara Barton met considerable resistance, but this lady with a 'whim of iron' 
fought the good fight and incorporated The American Red Cross Association in 
1881. She was able to make sense to the American people as she showed what 
could and should be done for victims of natural disasters and catastrophies. 

The 1880 1 s also saw the beginning of a new type of volunteer. De Tocque
vil le's book, Democracy in America, had pointed out the limited number of very 
rich men in this country in the year of its publication--1935. Andrew Carnegie, 
born in Scotland in that same year, came to this country in 1848; by 1885 he 
was a striking example of the new 'millionaire' class. This group of men put 
new vigor into philanthropy and the role of the volunteer in carrying out the 
programs of their choice. They were not concerned with improving the morals 
of the poor or in reforming their characters. They preferred to make indirect 
contributions--to the community at large instead of to individuals. Libraries, 
parks, concert halls, and institutions such as Cooper Union and Pratt Insti
tute were their tangible products. 

Voluntaryisrn in those decades was dominated by the 'big givers' who, by 
the start of the 1890 1 s, numbered 4047, according to an estimate made that 
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year by the New York Tribune. These men did not necessarily concur with Car
negie that it 'was a disgrace to die rich,' but many distributed large por
tions of their surplus wealth during their lifetime. 

In contrast to the wealthy, who used money as the vehicle for serving 
the public good, others stepped forward with less tangible but equally valu
able gifts. 

Louis Dembitz Brandeis (1856-1941) spent a quarter century after his 
graduation from Harvard Law School in 1877 as an eminently successful prac
ticing attorney. In the Supreme Court case of Muller vs. Oregon (1908) he 
presented cogent sociological, statistical, economic and psychological argu
ments in favor of limiting women's working hours, and thus established the 
precedent for subsequent social welfare legislation. This now famous 'Bran-
deis Brief' revolutionized the practice of law by introducing the elements 
of 'human values and needs' into what had otherwise been rigid legalistic 
patterns. From this point on he devoted himself almost exclusively to prac
ticing law in the public interest. Among other things, he broke the trans
portation monopoly in New England, protected the consumer against unwarranted 
railroad rate increases, investigated insurance practices, and was instrumen-
tal in the establishment of the Massachusetts Savings Bank Life Insurance Plan 
which became a model for other such plans throughout the country. Until his 
appointment to the Supreme Court of the United States he served without pay 
as attorney 'for the people' in their fight against many financial and indus
trial monopolies, and he advanced the cause of conservation of natural resources. 

What Louis Brandeis did in the field of law to shape a meaningful social 
philosophy was emulated by talented men in other fields. The National Tuber
culosis Association, founded in 1904, was followed within the next twenty 
years by The National society for the Prevention of Blindness, The American 
Social Health Association, The National Association for Mental Health, The 
American Cancer Society, The National Society for Crippled Children and 
Adults, and The American Heart Association. The growth of these national 
voluntary health agencies, and others equally dedicated, was possible 
because the medical profession and paramedical individuals and groups all 
contributed their specialized knowledge and skills to the social and edu-
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cational processes required by the National Health and health-related agen
cies. The voluntary health movement presented a vehicle to leading men and 
women in these fields to work in the public interest--this time for the 
better health of all mankind. 
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